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Abstract. Software Product Lines (SPLs) encompass a family of softwareintensive systems developed from reusable assets. One major issue during SPL
development is the decision about which technique should be used to implement
variabilities. Although Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) has been used to
this purpose, we still need to identify in which situations it is suitable or not. We
propose a catalog of variabilities at the source code level and a set of patterns
for implementing them. After analyzing these patterns, we concluded that AOP
is not the best technique to implement some kinds of variabilities from our catalog. We argue that our approach is useful to find the most suitable techniques to
handle specific variabilities at the source code level.

1. Introduction
Software Product Line (SPL) is a promising approach to improve the productivity of
the software development process by reducing both cost and time of developing and
maintaining increasingly complex systems [Kolb et al. 2005]. Such an approach relies on core assets (representing the common artifacts present in products) and variabilities (representing the differences among the products). However, reasoning about
how to combine both core assets and product variabilities is a very challenging task
[Anastasopoulos and Gacek 2001]. In addition, selecting the correct techniques to implement these variabilities might have considerable effects on the cost to evolve the SPL.
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [Kiczales et al. 1997] is a well known technique for implementing crosscutting concerns through a unit of modularity called aspect. Although AOP has been used to implement variabilities in SPLs [Alves et al. 2005],
[Anastasopoulos and Gacek 2001] and [Anastasopoulos and Muthig 2004] argue that
AOP is not always suitable for this task. Furthermore, recent empirical studies
[Kulesza et al. 2006] have confirmed that AOP provides not only positive, but also negative effects on typical maintenance activities. In this context, a SPL developer must know
whether AOP is suitable or not for implementing specific kinds of variabilities.
In this paper, we provide a preliminary catalog of kinds of variabilities. Such a
catalog is code-centric, allowing SPL developers to choose more easily which technique
to use when handling variabilities at the source code level. We then define patterns to
address the implementation of these variabilities. For each of these patterns, we discuss
the advantages and disadvantages with respect to the modularity that it provides. In this
way, since each pattern uses a different technique, we are able to compare and discuss
whether AOP might be a benefit for those SPL developers. The techniques used in this
work are AOP, inheritance, mixins, and configuration files.

To derive our catalog and patterns, we analyzed two real and non-trivial SPLs of
different domains (J2ME Games and Mobile Phone Test Cases). In both, we found the
same kinds of variabilities, suggesting that they might be present in other domains. Afterwards, we have implemented these variabilities using the four aforementioned techniques.
Notice that we analyzed not only source code, but also test cases. In this way, we observed
that our catalog and patterns seem to be useful for both.
Our work is similar to others [Patzke and Muthig 2002, Tirila 2002,
Coplien 2000], but with two main differences (representing our contributions):
• We present a code-centric catalog of kinds of variabilities and patterns to implement them. Such patterns are the first step towards defining a systematic decision
model, which means that given a variability, we will be able to decide systematically which technique should be used for implementing it (Sections 2 and 3);
• When considering modularity, our work shows where in the source code AOP is
suitable for implementing variabilities in SPLs. The results are presented in what
follows: (i) AOP might be suitable, in accordance to [Alves et al. 2005]; (ii) AOP
makes no difference when compared to other techniques; and (iii) AOP is not
suitable (Section 4).

2. Towards a variabilities catalog
In this section we discuss some kinds of variabilities found in two real and non-trivial
SPLs: J2ME Games and Mobile Phone Test Cases. The first one handles the variabilities
using conditional compilation1 , whereas the second handles them by using if-else statements. By the presence of duplicated code (present in the Mobile Phone Test Cases) and
concerns not modularized (present in both), we concluded that such techniques are not
sufficient for implementing those variabilities adequately.
In addition, we provide a preliminary catalog of kinds of variabilities extracted
from those SPLs. Given the different natures of the domains in which they were found,
we believe that such variabilities are likely to occur in many other domains as well.
2.1. J2ME Games
The first case study consists of a mobile game product line which can be instantiated for
17 device families and 6 different languages. The number of total possible instances for
this product line is 152. The original implementations analyzed use only one technique
(conditional compilation) to handle variabilities. This technique uses a special comment
symbol (//#), indicating that a code line will be preprocessed. The code snippet to be
compiled depends on variables used in if directives.
The After method call is the first kind of variability discussed in this work. It
occurs when some alternative or optional behavior might happen after a method call. Figure 1(a) shows an example of such variability. The mainCanvas object represents the area
where the screen elements of the game are drawn. Every time the canvas object is updated it must also be repainted. However, the sequence of methods invoked to repaint the
canvas depends on the graphics API supported by the specific device (alternative feature2
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Technique that uses a source code preprocessor to conditonally compile blocks of code.
Alternative features are represented as an open arc.

depicted in Figure 1(a): MIDP 2.0, Siemens, or other should be selected in the product
line instance).

this.mainCanvas.update();
//#if device_graphics_canvas_midp2
//#
|| device_graphics_canvas_siemens
//# this.mainCanvas.paint();
//# this.mainCanvas.flushGraphics();
//#else
//# this.mainCanvas.repaint();
//# this.mainCanvas.serviceRepaints();
//#endif
Others

public class SoundEffects {
public void playSound(int soundIndex) {
//# if device_sound_api_nokia
//# [code_block_A]
//# elif device_sound_api_samsung
//# [code_block_B]
//# elif device_sound_api_siemens
//# [code_block_C]
//# endif
}
}

(a) After method call.

(b) Whole Method body.

Figure 1. Variabilities found in the J2ME Games.

The Whole method body variability occurs when the whole body of a method
differs among product line instances. Figure 1(b) illustrates an example of such variability. The playSound method is invoked whenever a sound is to be played. The parameter
soundIndex holds the identifier of the sound to be played. The block of code that actually
plays the desired sound varies depending on the sound API provided by the phone. This
variability exists because phone manufacturers provide different proprietary APIs to deal
with sounds. The alternative sound APIs are depicted in Figure 1(b). Only one sound API
can be used in each product instance.
2.2. Mobile Phone Test Cases
The second case study analyzed in this work is a set of Mobile Phone Test Cases proprietary of Motorola Industrial. The test cases are part of a complex system that has the
capability of testing families of Motorola mobile phones software.
Figure 2 illustrates three Motorola mobile phones. Notice that Phone A does not
provide the stop button whereas Phone B and Phone C do. On the other hand, Phone B
provides the camera landscape view, differently from Phone A and Phone C.

Phone A

Phone B

Phone C

Figure 2. Variabilities on Motorola Phones.

The first kind of variability discussed here concerns Constant values. It occurs
whenever the value of a constant differs according to the selected product. Figure 3(a) illustrates an example of this situation. The parameter of the loadWebSession method varies

depending on the currently installed browser (alternative feature depicted in Figure 3(a):
either Opera or a proprietary Motorola browser is selected in the product line instance).
Although it is not shown, the if-else statement is crosscutting throughout the test case.

public class TC_001 extends TestCase {

public class TC_002 extends TestCase {

public void preconditions() {}

public void preconditions() {}

public void procedures() {
...
if (has(PhoneFunctionality.OPERA_BROWSER)) {
loadWebSession(Session.WEB_SESSION_HTTP);
} else {
loadWebSession(Session.WEB_SESSION_WAP);
}
...
}

public void procedures() {
...
if (has(PhoneFunctionality.TRANSFLASH)) {
...
}
if (has(PhoneFunctionality.BLUETOOTH)) {
...
}
}

public void postconditions() {}

public void postconditions() {}
}

}

Transflash

(a) Constant values.

Bluetooth

(b) After method execution.

Figure 3. Variabilities found in the Motorola Mobile Phone Test Cases.

The next kind of variability consists of an After method execution. Our example
(Figure 3(b)) illustrates two optional features3 implemented at the end of the procedures
method. In this way, four instances of the product line are possible: (i) neither transflash
nor bluetooth are present in the phone; (ii) both transflash and bluetooth are present in the
phone; (iii) phones with only transflash; (iv) phones with only bluetooth. Notice that the
order of execution of the steps (in this case, features) is extremely important: changing it
might break the test case. For example: suppose a test case that sets the alarm clock on a
phone. The first step is to access the alarm application, and the second is to set it up. You
can not do this in the reverse order.
2.3. Variabilities catalog
Due to space restrictions, we will not show in detail all the kinds of variabilities found in
the SPLs analyzed (some of them are outlined in Table 1). Notice that the catalog is codecentric4 , being useful for SPL developers on the task of choosing a particular technique
for a specific variability at the source code level.
Originally, all of these variabilities were implemented using conditional compilation and if-else statements. However, we have observed serious problems concerning
modularity and duplicated code. The next section presents the patterns we created to address these problems. The construction of the patterns was based on many techniques:
AOP, inheritance, mixins, and configuration files. This way, we are able to compare AOP
with such techniques when implementing our kinds of variabilities in SPLs, allowing us
to discuss the suitability of aspects in this context.
3
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Optional features are represented as open circles.
In this case, we mean variabilities reflected in the source code.

Variability
After / Before method call
After / Before method execution
Constant values
Conditional wrapping of method body
Whole method body
Interface implementation

J2ME Games
X
X
X
X
X
X

Motorola Framework
X
X
X
X
X
-

Table 1. Preliminary catalog of kinds of variabilities.

3. Patterns for Implementing Variabilities
In this section, we provide some patterns5 aiming at implementing6 the kinds of variabilities previously discussed. We will not use conditional compilation and if-else statements
in our patterns, since neither technique provides Separation of Concerns (SoC) when considering SPLs: there is no clear separation between core assets and variabilities.
3.1. After method call
Two patterns are proposed for this kind of variability:
• AOP: this implementation relies on after advice. Two or more aspects implement
the variabilities separately. In the particular case of Figure 1(a), two aspects are
required: one for each alternative feature;
• Inheritance: relies on the Decorator design pattern [Gamma et al. 1995]. For
each alternative feature, a decorator is needed.
Both pattern implementations of this variability provide a better SoC when compared to the original conditional compilation implementation (Figure 1(a)). However, in
both we observed a dependency between the modules that implement the variability alternatives (aspects or decorators) and the public interface of the class which contains the
method to be intercepted. We observed that the AOP implementation is more modular
because the aspects depend only on the signature of the advised method. On the other
hand, the decorator pattern depends on the whole public interface of the decorated class.
3.2. Whole method body
We propose two patterns for this kind of variability: one using AOP and the other using
inheritance. We explain and compare these approaches below:
• AOP: to implement this kind of variability with AOP, the method declaration is
omitted from the class body. A set of aspects become responsible for introducing
the missing method into the class using an inter-type declaration, where each aspect introduces a different version of such method (Samsung, Nokia, or Siemens,
according to Figure 1(b)). Thus, exactly one of these aspects must be present on
each product instance;
• Inheritance: relies on the classical Strategy design pattern [Gamma et al. 1995].
5

Please, refer to http://www.cin.ufpe.br/˜poamj/patterns for implementation details.
Notice that such codes are proprietary, which means that only code snippets are provided.
6
Our implementations are based on AspectJ for AOP and CaesarJ for Mixins.

One issue of the AOP implementation pattern is that, using the Java compiler, the
base code might not compile in the absence of aspects because of the missing method. An
alternative to implement this kind of variability with AOP is to create a stub method on
the base class and use an around advice on the execution of this method to introduce the
variability code. The base code would not depend syntactically on the aspects, however
a semantic dependency [de Medeiros Ribeiro et al. 2007] will still exist: an aspect must
be present to implement the alternative variability, or the base code will be semantically
incomplete.
The inheritance pattern can implement this kind of variability in a modular way.
We propose the use of a well known design pattern which proved to be useful to handle
this kind of variability.
[Hannemann and Kiczales 2002] proposed an implementation of the Strategy design pattern using AOP. However, further studies showed that although this implementation leads to better SoC, it can also lead to worse results in other attributes, such as size,
coupling and cohesion [Garcia et al. 2005].
3.3. Constant values
Figure 3(a) illustrates the Opera Browser concern tangled with respect to the test case.
For this variability, we propose two patterns:
• AOP: this implementation relies on inter-type declarations.
This way,
two aspects implement the constants’ values (WEB SESSION HTTP and
WEB SESSION WAP) for each browser separately. Therefore, the test case uses
the constants introduced by the aspects as arguments of methods, eliminating the
if-else statements of the test. In the particular case of Figure 3(a), the loadWebSession method would use a constant introduced by the aspect;
• Configuration Files: this implementation relies on a configuration file to provide
the constants’ values. Notice that in order to load the file, the test case must use
some object responsible for reading it.
The AOP and Configuration Files approaches provide a suitable SoC: the variability in this case is implemented through aspects and files. The test case no longer handles
variability using if-else statements. On the other hand, the main disadvantage of such approaches is the additional knowledge required of the tester regarding those new artifacts.
In other words, the test now depends on aspects and external files to work correctly.
3.4. After method execution
We have implemented this variability using three patterns. The details are presented as
follows:
• Inheritance: this implementation consists of overriding the procedures method
(Figure 3(b)). Therefore, two classes inherits from TC 002. Each class overrides
the aforementioned method and calls the super method followed by the specific
concern code (transflash or bluetooth);
• Mixins: analogous to inheritance;
• AOP: two aspects are created aiming at crosscutting the procedures method using
an after advice.

We have found problems in all three implementations. Inheritance does not enable
feature compositions suitably: for phones with transflash and bluetooth it is necessary to
create a new class which duplicates the source code of the two classes previously created.
In addition, if we consider more than two features, the number of classes and compositions increases significantly (Figure 4(a)), being more difficult to maintain the whole
application. In spite of mixins solving the problem of duplicated code when considering
features composition, the increase on the number of classes and compositions problem
remains (Figure 4(b)).

Base
Code

Base
Code
<< inherits >>

<< inherits >>

<< refines >>

New Feature
Transflash

Bluetooth
Duplicated Code

Transflash
and
Bluetooth

<< refines >>

Transflash

Bluetooth

New Feature

(a) After method execution using Inheritance.

Transflash
and
Bluetooth

<< composes >>

(b) After method execution using Mixins.

Figure 4. After method execution: Inheritance x Mixins.

The AOP implementation relies on two aspects for implementing each feature,
plus an extra aspect to declare the precedence among the features. This approach provides
feature composition. Whenever a new feature must be considered, the aspects for that
feature are written, and the existing precedence aspect is modified to take the new feature
into consideration.

4. Evaluation
Our evaluation focuses on software modularity. In order to assess the modularity of our
patterns, we have used Design Structure Matrixes (DSMs) [Baldwin and Clark 2000]. In
this section, we show an evaluation whenever the AOP pattern is not the best solution.
4.1. Background
Design Structure Matrixes (DSMs) are used to visualize dependencies among design parameters. These parameters correspond to any decision that needs to be made along the
product design.
Design parameters may have different abstraction levels. In software engineering,
some design decisions are related to process development, language, code/architectural
style, and so forth. Moreover, if we consider implementation as design activities, software
components like classes, interfaces, packages, and aspects should be represented as design
parameters.

The notion of dependency arises whenever a design parameter depends on another.
When considering DSMs, each design parameter appears both in the row headings and
the columns headings of the matrix.
Figure 5 represents software components as parameters in a DSM. A mark in row
B, column A represents that component B depends on component A. In the same way a X
in row A, column B represents that component A depends on component B. Whenever this
mutual dependency occurs, we have an example of cyclical dependency, which implies
that both components can not be independently addressed. In other words, their parallel
development is compromised.
A
A
B
C

x

B
x

C
x

Figure 5. Example of dependencies in a DSM.

4.2. Evaluating implementation patterns using DSMs
In order to compare the patterns, a DSM was constructed for each one. The notion of
dependency considered in this paper consists of explicit references between classes and
aspects. Moreover, we also consider Semantic Dependencies [Neto et al. 2007]. Such
dependencies are not syntactically defined in the code, so that there is no explicit reference
between classes and aspects.
Our previous work [de Medeiros Ribeiro et al. 2007] concluded that AOP constructs aimed to support crosscutting modularity might actually break class modularity.
This basically occurs by the existence of semantic dependencies.
Figure 6(a) and 6(b) regard the Whole method body variability. Figure 6(a) illustrates the DSM of the AOP pattern. Notice that there are cyclical dependencies: aspects
depend on the SoundEffects class to introduce the missing method and the class depends
on the aspects to work correctly (the latter is a semantic dependency: there is no explicit
reference about the aspect in the class). Therefore, such components can not be independently addressed, which compromises their parallel development. On the other hand,
Figure 6(b) shows the DSM for the inheritance pattern. Such implementation does not
create cyclical dependencies, allowing parallel development and better modularity.
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Design Parameters
SoundEffects.java
SamsungPlayerAspect.aj
NokiaPlayerAspect.aj
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(a) AOP pattern.
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(b) Inheritance pattern.

Figure 6. Patterns of the Whole method body variability.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) illustrate the DSMs of the Constant values variability. Both
are identical and cyclical: in the first, the test case depends on the aspect to introduce the

constants. On the other hand, the aspect references the test case in a pointcut expression.
When considering configuration files, the problem of cyclical dependencies remains: developers of both class and configuration file must be aware of each other, for defining
attributes names, for example. We do not considered the infrastructure to load the file
(for example, an instance of the java.util.Properties class) in the DSM, since it is not
susceptible to change frequently.

Design Parameters
TC_001.java
ConstantsAspect.aj

1
1
2

2
x

x

(a) AOP pattern.

Design Parameters
TC_001.java
ConfigurationFile

1
1
2

2
x

x

(b) Config. Files pattern.

Figure 7. Patterns of the Constant values variability.

Table 2 summarizes our conclusions about which pattern to choose according to
the kind of variability.
After call
AOP Inheritance
X

Whole method body
AOP
Inheritance
X

Constant values
AOP Conf. Files
X
X

After execution
AOP Inheritance Mixins
X

Table 2. Patterns choices regarding modularity.

5. Related Work
[Anastasopoulos and Gacek 2001] claims that little attention has been given on how to
deal with variabilities in SPLs at the source code level. To this end, they examine various
implementation approaches with respect to their use in a product line context. However,
this work provides neither a catalog of kinds of variabilities nor patterns as we do. Nevertheless, the work compares the techniques using attributes such as traceability, scalability,
and binding time. In contrast, we only analyzed the modularity attribute.
[Alves et al. 2005] proposes a method to address the creation and evolution of
SPLs focusing on the implementation and feature level. The method first bootstraps the
SPL and then evolves it with a reactive approach. Such a method relies on a collection
of provided refactorings at both the code and feature model levels. Although this work
provides a framework for comparing variability implementation techniques, the proposed
method relies only on AOP refactorings. On the other hand, our work proposes patterns
that use different techniques (not only AOP). We have also found some kinds of variabilities to which AOP may not be suitable.
[Coplien 2000] proposes a method called Multi-Paradigm Design. This method
consists of analyzing commonalities and variabilities of a SPL (application domain analysis) and implementation techniques (solution domain analysis). Further, the commonalities and variabilities are mapped on the available techniques (solution domain). Our approach differs from his work because we rely on a set of implementation patterns that are

code-centric and more fine-grained than the domain analysis solution that he proposes,
allowing SPL developers to choose more easily which technique to use when handling
variabilities at the source code level. Moreover, our patterns make the task of defining
refactorings easier, which means that the implementation of a code variability might migrate from one technique to another. His work does not consider AOP.
[Tirila 2002] also provides a study on how to implement variabilities in SPLs. Although he did not use AOP as a technique for implementing variabilities, Frames and
Frameworks are considered. In addition, he provides an evaluation based on scope, flexibility, and efficiency.

6. Concluding Remarks
This paper presented a preliminary catalog at source code level of kinds of variabilities
extracted from two real and non-trivial SPLs of different domains (J2ME Games and
Mobile Phone Test Cases). Since they are from completely different domains, we believe
that such variabilities should be present in other domains as well. Such catalog is codecentric, which allows SPL developers to choose more easily which technique to use when
handling variabilities at the source code level.
Besides, we provided patterns aiming at implementing such variabilities. These
patterns are based on many techniques: AOP, inheritance, mixins, and configuration files.
Advantages and disadvantages regarded to modularity provided by each pattern were discussed. In this way, since each pattern uses a different technique, we were able to analyze
whether AOP might be a benefit or not for SPLs developers when considering modularity.
Differently of existing works, we have analyzed not only source code, but also test
cases. In this way, we observed that our catalog and patterns seem to be useful for both.
Based on DSM analysis, we observed that to implement some kinds of variabilities
from our catalog, AOP might not be suitable or makes no difference when compared to
other techniques.
As future works, we intend to use software metrics in order to validate our qualitative analysis, calculating the coupling, cohesion, and Net Options Value (NOV) of our
patterns’ implementations. Afterwards, we should be able to implement a systematic decision model based on both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Additionally, parameters
such as binding time, scalability and others will be analyzed.
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